Unit 8 Extra practice: Key

1. 2 vending machine
   3 light bulb
   4 telescope
   5 memory stick
   6 wind turbine
   7 camera
   8 laptop
   Hidden word: internet

2. 2 log on
   3 upload
   4 search
   5 write
   6 subscribe
   7 set up
   8 download

3. 2 follow
   3 solve
   4 invent
   5 switch on
   6 make
   7 find
   8 press

Unit 8 Revision: Key

1. 2 which / e
   3 where / a
   4 who / f
   5 which / b
   6 who / d

2. 2 I can’t remember the site where I saw the information.
   3 Do you know the girl who writes this travel blog?
   4 That’s the iPhone which Susan keeps talking about.
   5 I need to go back to the bank where I opened an account.
   6 Joe has a cousin who designs websites.

3. 2 where
   3 which
   4 who
   5 which
   6 where

4. 2 usually log on
   3 will be
   4 Do you feel
   5 will tell / ’ll tell
   6 boils

5. 2 won’t connect, don’t connect
   3 will order, order / always will, always
   4 is (pleased), will be (pleased) / ’ll be (pleased)
   5 plugged, plug
   6 will subscribe, subscribe

6. 2 b
   3 a
   4 b
   5 b
   6 a

Unit 8 Extension: Key

1. 1 T
   2 T
   3 F
   4 F

2. Paragraph 2: send emails, browse the internet
   MP3 player and camera
   Paragraph 3: more expensive than ordinary mobiles,
   so much worse to lose
   Paragraph 4: expensive but useful

3. To put it differently: In other words
   For instance: For example
   For that reason: As a result
   In conclusion: To sum up
   Moreover: Furthermore
   To begin with: First of all
   But: However
   In contrast: On the other hand

4. 1 b
   2 a

5. Students’ own answers
   Teacher’s checklist
   • Is the student’s writing in paragraphs?
   • Is there an appropriate opening and closing paragraph?
   • Do the main body paragraphs give the advantages and disadvantages with supporting ideas?
   • Has the student used suitable connecting words and phrases?